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Above:

South Africa celebrate after 
winning their last series in New 
Zealand in March. But will they 
be rusty?

Right:

Dale Steyn is congratulated 
after getting Kevin Pietersen 
(caught and bowled) in Cape 
Town in 2010 
(Both Getty Images)

England may be the number one Test side in the 
world but man-for-man South Africa have the 
higher-ranked players. Their results have not 
always reflected this over the last year, but with 
the bowling attack becoming an ever more for-
midable unit will South Africa finally make their 
whole greater than the considerable sum of their  
parts? Nick Sadleir casts an eye over their likely 
squad and asks why on earth is this clash of the 
Titans only being played over three Tests?
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England and South Africa are old Test 
match foes. After 138 encounters the record 
books read: England 56 wins, South Africa 
29, with 53 matches drawn. But since South 
Africa’s readmission to international 
cricket twenty years ago, the eight series 
between these two sides could scarcely 
have been more closely fought. South 
Africa have won three of them, England 
have won two and three were drawn. No 
series has been won by a margin greater 
than one Test and the overall head to head 
over the period reads: South Africa 11 wins, 
Englannd 10, with a surprisingly high 15 
matches drawn.

South Africa are so close behind England 
at the top of the ICC Test Team Rankings 
that a series win from the visitors would 
surely see them topple the hosts. On paper 

there is nothing between the two sides 
and England are unlikely to benefit hugely 
from having home ground advantage as 
the conditions here tend to suit the visitors 
well. It is more than a shame that a glut 
of home ODI’s in the run-up to this series 
restricted the administrators to scheduling 
only a three-Test series, despite the two 
sides signing a memorandum on South 
Africa’s last visit that they would always 
endeavour to play five-Test series. The 
teams will contest five one-dayers and 
three T20s, but it is the Test series which 
begins the tour that really matters to both 
sides.

England made pretty light work of 
defeating the West Indies in their first Test 
series of the summer and should be battle-
ready for the first Test at the Oval on July 

19. By contrast the Oval Test on July 19 will 
be the Proteas’ first official international 
match (they played a handful of unofficial 
T20’s in Zimbabwe in June) for nearly four 
months. Three-day warm-up games against 
Somerset and Kent should (weather 
permitting) give the tourists a chance to 
prepare themselves for this epic battle, 
but just as England admitted to being 
undercooked against Pakistan in the UAE 
this winter, South Africa may be vulnerable 
in the first Test. England will try to do what 
Pakistan did and get on top so quickly that 
there is no time to shift the momentum.
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Coach – Gary Kirsten
Kirsten has only coached this side for three Test series. He will be reasonably happy with 
his record so far of a draw against Australia (1-1 at home) followed by convincing wins 
against Sri Lanka (2-1 at home) and New Zealand (1-0). Kirsten has a good cricketing brain 
and is a fine manager of personnel. He is likely to get the best out of this team, but the fact 
that he enjoys personal friendships with some of the team (he did play with the likes of 
Kallis, Smith, Boucher and Rudolph) must be a mixed blessing.

1. Graeme Smith
Smith (31) is in his tenth year of captaining South Africa and the Oval will be his hundredth 
Test. The brutal opener suffered a slump in form over the last year but he continues to defy 
his many critics by producing occasional big innings at important times. A captain struggling 
with their own form but producing a hundred to quieten the circling vultures – sounds familiar.

Smith enjoys an average in England of over 70 from his nine matches there. Perhaps 
his three finest innings have all taken place in England – double-centuries in consecutive 
matches in 2003 and then a remarkable second-innings 150 at Headingley in 2008 that gave 
the visitors a famous series victory.

Smith’s batting record has been patchy at best recently and his reluctance to get his feet 
to the ball means he relies far too heavily on his good eye and brute force. Once he gets in he 
still has the ability to make big scores but he is very likely to struggle against a swinging ball 
early in any innings.

This series is likely to prove decisive in Smith’s career – his marriage last year was a big 
distraction from cricket after the disappointment of yet another failure at the World Cup. 
He has already relinquished the captaincy in the two other forms of the game and there are 
many detractors in South African cricketing circles who think it is time for change in the Test 
arena too.

2. Alviro Petersen
Peterson scored 156 in his last match, against New Zealand in Wellington, and his opening 
berth looks secure. He averages around 40 from 13 Tests and has never played against 
England but after captaining Glamorgan last year and having the experience of a previous 
stint at Essex behind him, he is no stranger to these shores. Petersen was named the 
Supersport Series (SA’s premier first-class tournament) player of the year after he recently 
broke the record for the most number of runs ever in the domestic season.

He is a quiet and organised batsman. He isn’t too flashy with his bat or with his 
mannerisms. He is as under-rated as he is prolific.
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3. Hashim Amla
The wristy Amla boasts all the traits of a complete batsman: he scores with ease and style, 
guards his wicket with his life and has the ability to concentrate for an extraordinarily long 
time. Add to this the fact that he is the humblest good sport and it is hard not to be have 
faith in his prospects on this tour.

Amla had a rotten first series (averaging nine), against England in 2004/5, a pretty good 
second series (averaging 45) in 2008 and a successful  third series (averaging 52) in 2009/10. 
Since that series he has played in 19 Tests at an average of 64 and there is no doubt that he 
has matured into a fine batsman, worthy of his place in the top 10 on the ICC rankings.

4. Jacques Kallis
With 42 Test hundreds and 276 wickets Kallis is perhaps the greatest all-rounder of all time. 
Kallis’s wicket is the most highly prized in this line up and, injury permitting, he offers the 
side a fourth-seamer option that can be every bit as deadly as it is reliable.

He may be nearly 37 years old but his powers seem to have only increased as he has got 
older and he has averaged 82 with the bat over the last two years and is ranked number 
three in the world by the ICC.

He showed his versatility by making a defining all-round contribution to help Kolkata 
Knight Riders beat Chennai Super Kings in the IPL5 final. His 69 off 49 balls followed a 
comparatively mean four overs for 34 runs in which he bowled Mike Hussey. He is proof, if 
more were needed, that the best players adapt.

But, and it is an interesting but, he has yet to adapt in England. Kallis has only averaged 
29 with the bat against England in England, compared to 54 in South Africa.

5. AB de Villiers
The Proteas ODI and T20I skipper is probably the best batsman in the world. He may 
rank behind Chanderpaul on the Test list and Amla on the ODI list, but he would be the 
first man on most people’s list. Over the last two years he has averaged 77 in Tests and 72 
in ODI’s. Since his promotion to captain of the ODI side, he has averaged 158 from eight 
matches at a strike rate of 116.

AB has an absurd ability to hit any ball wherever he likes, something he again showed in 
the recent IPL where he helped Banglore chase down some seemingly impossible targets. 
The astonishing thing is that he is not a slogger whatsoever – he is just ridiculously good 
at hitting a cricket ball.

De Villiers is arguably also the world’s best fielder, although he now keeps wicket in the 
limited overs game.
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6. A. Jacques Rudolph
Rudolph’s return to Test cricket after five years (four of them spent at Yorkshire) has been 
relatively successful. With only two fifties (51* vs Sri Lanka and 105* vs New Zealand) from 
12 innings he has not yet guaranteed a place in the side but his wealth of experience on the 
English county circuit means he is likely to be part of Gary Kirsten’s plans in England.

6. B. Jean-Paul Duminy
In close competition for the number six spot is JP Duminy, a hugely talented batsmen who 
hasn’t managed to maintain any semblance of the form he showed when he burst onto 
the scene to help South Africa beat Australia in 2008/9. His 103 and 33* in his most recent 
Test against New Zealand in Wellington will help his chances of a place in the side but in 
nine innings prior to that game his highest score was 36 and his second-highest 11.

A great fielder and part-time bowler, Duminy is what they call a form batsman and 
coach Kirsten will no doubt assess what kind of touch he is in before making a decision on 
whether he gets a start.

7. Mark Boucher
Boucher could well prove the weak link in this strong South African side. His standard of 
wicket-keeping has faded over the past two seasons and his batting average over the last 
two years is barely above 20. Boucher is a fighter and will look to prove the public wrong, 
but it is surprising that the South African selectors (headed up by his old team-mate 
Andrew Hudson) have not given anyone else a look-in.

8. Dale Steyn
Easily the world’s best fast bowler, Dale Steyn will have the English batting order taking 
deep breaths. With 272 wickets in only 54 Tests and at a strike rate of a wicket every 40 balls, 
there is no more dangerous bowler alive. The English conditions suit his action and he 
leads a very dangerous seam attack.

However, with a batting average of 15, Steyn represents the beginning of a longish 
tail. SA’s top-six are fearsome but with Boucher at 7 and Steyn at eight, England will take 
comfort from the fact that they bat far deeper.
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9. Vernon Philander
South Africa’s Player of the Year 2012 was one heck of a find. In only seven Test matches he 
has already taken 51 wickets at an average of 14 and a strike rate of a wicket every 27 balls. 
Only one bowler in history has taken 50 wickets in fewer matches. Philander is sure of 
himself, a man with confidence in his abilities and the knowledge that if he continues to 
bowl line and length with hustle and bustle, he will take wickets.

The Duke ball is likely to suit his consistent bowling and should reward him with 
enough swing and seam movement to make him a deadly strike-bowler on English 
surfaces. He has already enjoyed a solid warm-up with Somerset at the beginning of the 
season, taking 23 wickets at 21.34. 

Philander has picked up a yard of pace over the past year and his debut could not have 
been more glorious as he took the first of his six five-fers in seven Tests, taking 5-15 in the 
second innings to bowl Australia out for 47 at Newlands and initiate a most remarkable 
victory. England will see him coming but Philander will still have an element of surprise 
in that he has not played Test cricket against England before. He is yet to get past the 
twenties with the bat, but he is certainly capable of scoring runs.

 10. Morne Morkel
Morkel was the leading wicket-taker at the IPL and he is a bowler whose armoury has 
expanded. His height and pace should make him feared and his previously “gentle giant” 
approach to the game has changed – perhaps with the arrival of Philander taking the new 
ball - as he has looked meaner on the field over the last year or so.

Also, with such capable bowlers in reserve (de Lange and Tsotsobe) it may be the 
competition for his place that has made Morkel put that extra bit of effort in.

11. Imran Tahir
The thing missing from South Africa’s strong bowling attack over the last twenty years has 
been the presence of a consistently threatening spinner. In Imran Tahir, the Pakistan-born 
cricketing journeyman, they may have finally solved this problem.

Tahir has only managed 18 wickets from seven matches, at an average of 37 and an 
economy rate of 3.25 runs per over. But he has grown in confidence with each match and 
one gets the feeling that he is a bowler who performs far better when he believes in what 
he is doing. The fact that Tahir has played most of his cricket in England will stand him in 
good stead, although England will know more about him because of that. ,

Extra Squad Members
South Africa named an unchanged squad to the 15 that won in New Zealand. Along with the 12 players listed,  Marchant de Lange, 
Lonwabo Tsotsobe and Robin Peterson travel as back up.

De Lange is a young and fearsome fast bowler who took 7/81 on debut against Sri Lanka and is knocking hard on the door. Tsotsobe is 
more a one-day weapon. He provides a leftarm seam option but has had limited success in Test cricket and did not do well at Essex last 
season where his contract was terminated early. He is less likely to get more caps than he is to carry the drinks and bowl in the nets.

Robin Peterson is a skilled all-round cricketer and offers backup as the team’s spinner in the event that Tahir doesn’t perform well or is 
injured.

Should a batsman get injured then Ashwell Prince or Faf du Plessis are probably first in the queue for a call-up.


